Cargurus suburban

Not many people need to haul 9 passengers, cubic feet of stuff and a 9,pound trailer, but for
those who do the Suburban is an American-made savior. Now in its eleventh generation, this
year-old trucking wagon original still stands as one of very few options for highly demanding
drivers - and it stands tall. This year the base LS gains standard Bluetooth connectivity
alongside rear audio controls and headphone jacks. The towing package has been expanded to
include a trailer brake controller, and inch chrome wheels are now available - in whole making
the Suburban one of the most appealing and well-rounded haulers for heavy civic duties. Only a
6-speed automatic is available for the 5 trims offered this year, while any Suburban can be fitted
with 4-wheel drive 4WD instead of the default rear-wheel RWD configuration. Just two engines
power this behemoth, with the smaller hp and lb-ft torque 5. The base LS and leathered-up LT
are both offered as either a or trim, while the luxurious LTZ is available only with the smaller
engine, but either way the best possible fuel figures top out at 21 mpg. Opting for 4WD shaves
only a mile off the highway figures. The LT adds features such as a locking rear differential,
heated outside mirrors, rear parking sensors, leather upholstery, automation for the climate
control, power-adjustable pedals, remote starting capability and a Bose stereo upgrade with
6-CD changer. The LTZ raises the bar including inch alloy wheels, power liftgate, rain-sensing
wipers, driver memory functions, power-folding heated second-row seats, auto-dimming
rear-view mirror and an even spiffier stereo with 10 speakers. Most of the higher-end features
are available for the lower trim levels as options, and highlights of the remaining options
available include inch wheels, a sunroof, powered running boards, rear-view camera, rear-seat
entertainment system and, of course, towing and off-road packages, while the seating
arrangement can be configured to suit 7 to 9 passengers with captain's chairs or benches for
the first and second rows. Although you would have to completely remove the third-row seating
to fully utilize the Suburban's maximum cargo capacity, this year's offering is undeniably
modern overall, with a beautiful and functional interior and wholly capable drivetrains anywhere
in the lineup. Drivers note only a desire for power-folding third-row seats without a single other
complaint. There is definitely some truth to the "Chevy runs deep" campaign, but it's not all
about long-forgotten bygones. The Suburban is a prime example of a very lively nameplate that
is old enough to be the grandfather of most people who would grace its driver seat. Listen
closely, and grandaddy Suburban might tell you how he survived the Korean War, the Great
Emissions Repression, fashionably late competition and a twin brother from GMC that always
had something to prove. This story begins with a commercial panel truck, but instead of a
windowless cargo area, the Suburban twins were given a large passenger compartment capable
of seating eight. Essentially a station wagon built on a truck, these Suburbans featured two
doors and a two-piece tailgate ushered down the road by a little V6 good for just 90 ponies - but
what more can you expect out of a engine? As much as hp was available in the Suburban's
fourth generation, spanning '59 with horsepower before '56 trapped in the lower hundreds, or
worse, and able base engines wouldn't arrive for two more generations - most of the delays due
to setbacks from the Korean conflict. GMC also launched 4WD in its Suburban for '56 Chevrolet waited until '57, but offered it only with the V6 - each company eventually giving
two-wheel drive versions a "C" prefix and a "K" to 4WD versions. Adequate baseline power
arrived in the sixth generation's redesigned Suburban, dating from Now with two
passenger-side doors, tailgate or panel-door rear access and a look with mainstream appeal,
the '69 Suburban was notably powered by a quartet of V8s rated grossly between and
horsepower in addition to perfectly capable V6 offerings. This generation also debuted the
Custom, Custom Deluxe and Cheyenne trims, while 4WD Suburbans finally offered an automatic
transmission. Four-door Suburbans arrived for the '73 debut of the seventh generation, as did
permanently engaged 4WD. On the new horsepower rating system the engines ranged from the
base hp V6 to the hp cubic-inch V8, but by '75 available trims were the base Custom Deluxe to
the chromed-up Scottsdale and the wood-accented Silverado. The wholly redesigned eighth
generation that debuted for , and ran for the next decade, was more aerodynamic and lighter by
as much as pounds. The Electronic Spark Control efficiency system introduced in a c. V8
amped it up to par with the pair of s in terms of power, but bested those in fuel economy. The
was the only other V8 to carry over, with the usual pair of V6s taking up the rear. A new V8
diesel arrived on the block for '82, the stronger and more reliable 6. A new automatic also
debuted that year, boasting improved fuel economy and better engine integration. A engine
tweak on the gas-powered versions boosted power up to hp on the 5-liter V8 and hp for the 5.
The 5. A new automatic transmission for the heavyweights arrived as a kind of prelude to the
changes in store for the next generation. The '92 overhaul that rang in the ninth generation
brought the Suburban up to par with the handsome facade and functional interior its truck
brethren benefitted from over the last four years. With improved outward visibility and ease of
entry, Suburbans of this era also featured standard all-around antilock brakes. Two-wheelers

were back to being called by a "C," while 4WDs reverted to the "K" indicator, and four-wheelers
likewise gained an independent front suspension and the ability to shift power to all wheels
easily via the new Insta-Trac transfer case control. Over the course of this 7-year generation the
Suburban would undergo several engine and transmission updates to squeeze out more power,
quiet the ride and improve driving dynamics. A new 4-speed automatic debuted for light-duty
Suburbans in the generation's second year, while the following year brought the first wave of
engine improvements and a new 6. Trims changed from the Cheyenne and Silverado starting
lineup to a Base, LS, and leathered-up LT for '95, the shift coinciding with additional standard
features and tweaks for safety and comfort. The gasoline powerplants transformed into the
Vortec series for '96, the 5. The automatic gearbox was likewise boosted to handle the added
power, while an electronic transfer case opened up a spot of floor space, replacing that with a
switch at the driver's fingertips. A few tweaks improved driving dynamics for '97, especially at
lower speeds. The '98 update brought a theft deterrent system, more transmission tweaks,
Onstar and AutoTrac 4WD which pushed power to the rear wheels until additional traction was
needed. To finish out the ninth generation, Chevy just beefed up the durability of certain
components in the coolant, engine and transmission systems. The tenth and
second-most-recent generation Suburban ran from to as a shorter but still very roomy
competitor to new kids on the block like the Ford Excursion. Although interior materials were
merely so-so and it still cut through highway turbulence like boots in a fishing net, the
Suburban also offered more well-sorted space overall than any other. The base, LS and
leathered-up LT trim levels approached the line to start the generation with a few notable
engines such as the Vortec V8, good for hp and lb-ft of torque, which replaced the , and the
Vortec in the Suburban spit out hp and lb-ft of torque for a grand towing total of 10, pounds. The
'01 update bumped the Vortec numbers up to horses, and a new 8. For the following year the
could burn an ethanol mix, but the base trim level disappeared and gave the midlevel LS
powered front seats, heated mirrors and HomeLink. The big news came for '03 with the addition
of the Quadrasteer four-wheel-steering system on select trims, which improved towing stability
and reduced the turning radius significantly - a whole 8 feet - but this option lasted only 4 years.
Nevertheless, the Suburban continued up the scale with creature comfort improvements on the
interior such as tri-zone climate controls, DVD entertainment system, second-row captain's
chairs and power-adjustable pedals. Through '06 other updates included the standard inclusion
of OnStar, steering-mounted audio controls and a tire pressure monitor. The latest generation
debuted on an updated chassis for improved handling, performance, efficiency and ride
comfort. The usual powerplants carried over but with a new cylinder deactivation system to
improve fuel economy. Stability control was introduced in the previous generation, but became
standard alongside a 6-speed automatic in the for '08, and since then Chevy has made only a
few changes to the available equipment. Generally speaking most makers fix known issues
inside a few years, but the bulkiness and constant innovation of the Suburban make it a little
tough to nail down every issue straight away. The general rule here is to buy toward the end of a
generation - usually the last two or three years are not only fitted with fixes, but Chevy also
consistently improved on component durability toward the end of each generation, making
these all the more desirable. Most Suburbans are fairly reliable, with just four model years worth
avoiding like the plague - , , '01 and ' Usually it's just a silly leak or hose rubbed raw, but the
4WD, fuel pump, and braking systems are expectedly complicated with frequent issues due to
the heavy-duty nature of the Suburban beast - although you should do well by avoiding the
model years listed. If you don't mind a slight lack of amenities and a few trips to the mechanic,
the '02 is a wide-open bargain with the beefed-up engines well-tested in the previous year's
debut, but do be sure the engines have been properly serviced and retrofitted to fix the
crankshaft and fuel pressure problems. Also note the sensor and ignition systems are not the
greatest, but with the right first owner, these Suburbans are a real steal given the market's
tendency to overlook it for the less reliable '03 and its highly problematic Quadrasteer system.
Buying anything older than the '90 might not be the smartest idea, as these lack antilock rear
brakes, and picking an '86 or older Suburban will earn you a honk or two - mostly to get out of
the way. For seriously fuel-efficient cargo-carrying charisma, opt for an '08 or newer in the
current generation. My car was having issues starting. I would turn the key, dash lights would
come on, click from the engine, but it would not start. I replaced the starter, battery is brand
new, connections look fi My suburban would not start the other night with the key so I tried with
the push start on my keys and it turned over so I thought it was just a fluke thing. I'm looking at
Suburban 4x4 with , miles on it. What is the life span of the GM 5. Please help. Thanks in
advance. I recently change the timing chain on my Chevy Suburban. Not sure why and others
tell me the timings way off or they say a wire loose. Chevrolet Suburban Model Overview. About
the Chevrolet Suburban Available Now. Updated Oct 18, by Patricia Mayo. New Chevrolet

Suburban. Used Chevrolet Suburban Chevrolet Suburban. Start a new Chevrolet Suburban
question. Chevrolet Suburban Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For
Sale. Select Year Browse Questions. Favorite Favorite. Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. Very good experience at the dealership Christopher Curry was
my salesman and he did an outstanding job. I would recommend you take the drive to
Greensboro, GA to check them out. Dealership contacted us properly, did not burden us with
constant phone calls. Had the vehicle ready to test drive when we showed up. Great service.
Only followed up with me after several e mails from myself. I was first told the care was not for
sale after it appearing on Car Guru. That an employee had first chance to buy. They would not
give me a [price on the car. Not interested in buying from this dealer. Called 3 times and left
messages, sent multiple emails requesting pictures before they were up and information. Finally
reached someone and was told they would get me pictures and a quote for shipling. Week went
by heard nothing. Was finally contacted today and told the vehicle has just sold. They
responded with generic email. They did not answer my questions, especially dealing with price
negotiating. They keep emailing me asking me when I can come in Daniel was great he was very
respectful of the time I have available and he gave me all the information I needed. They lied
about financing. I told them I was driving over miles to get there. They called several times
telling me everything was approved and done. When I was told differently by finance guy, the lot
manager did not even care to hear the voicemails and texts about the sales people lying. He
also was not properly wearing his mask as he stood over me while talking when I was sitting
down. Giving Used car salesmen a very bad name! The staff was very friendly and helpful! The
car was listed for more than this websites price and they knocked it down to match it. They did
everything in their power to make sure I drove off the lot with this beauty. Needless to say, I will
definitely recommend this site and this dealership to anyone! But I had to go to Indiana today
get my truck so excited. Great customer service,. Shortly after I inquired about a vehicle I was
contacted online by a salesperson who responded to my request for more pictures in short
order. The contact was professional, friendly, and not pushy. Bait and Switch, I was told this
vehicle would be available on the 18 of January then fed stories about it coming in on a trade.
Then it got sold without me getting a call. The they wanted me to come in so they could show
me more expensive trucks. Would never buy a vehicle from this place!!!! Quick response, to
hear what I was wanting. Not what they were selling. Fulfilled promises. Very helpful answered
all my questions followed up with me would recommend them felt like they were very honest
with me. Even though we decided against buying a camaro, the sale team was very nice and
helpful. It turned out in spite of being a beautiful car at a great price it was just too small inside.
Amazing response time and very customer service oriented they treated me like I was a regular
customer not someone a state away. The dealership reached out to me several times, providing
a great deal of information. It was personal reasons that we could consummate a deal. They had
the vehicle pulled up and ready for us to look at. We were happy with our experience and
service. We ended up purchasing somewhere else. Dealer was fast to respond. That's all I can
say about them, as I did not purchase a vehicle from them. Tom Henry was great to deal with ,,
unlike other dealers I didnt have to wait around the whole day to make things happen. They
were fair with my trade and sold me a car at the right price. Not many people need to haul 9
passengers, cubic feet of stuff and a 9,pound trailer, but for those who do the Suburban is an
American-made savior. Now in its eleventh generation, this year-old trucking wagon original still
stands as one of very few options for highly demanding drivers - and it stands tall. This year the
base LS gains standard Bluetooth connectivity alongside rear audio controls and headphone
jacks. The towing package has been expanded to include a trailer brake controller, and inch
chrome wheels are now available - in whole making the Suburban one of the most appealing
and well-rounded haulers for heavy civic duties. Only a 6-speed automatic is available for the 5
trims offered this year, while any Suburban can be fitted with 4-wheel drive 4WD instead of the
default rear-wheel RWD configuration. Just two engines power this behemoth, with the smaller
hp and lb-ft torque 5. The base LS and leathered-up LT are both offered as either a or trim, while
the luxurious LTZ is available only with the smaller engine, but either way the best possible fuel
figures top out at 21 mpg. Opting for 4WD shaves only a mile off the highway figures. The LT
adds features such as a locking rear differential, heated outside mirrors, rear parking sensors,
leather upholstery, automation for the climate control, power-adjustable pedals, remote starting
capability and a Bose stereo upgrade with 6-CD changer. The LTZ raises the bar including inch
alloy wheels, power liftgate, rain-sensing wipers, driver memory functions, power-folding
heated second-row seats, auto-dimming rear-view mirror and an even spiffier stereo with 10
speakers. Most of the higher-end features are available for the lower trim levels as options, and
highlights of the remaining options available include inch wheels, a sunroof, powered running
boards, rear-view camera, rear-seat entertainment system and, of course, towing and off-road

packages, while the seating arrangement can be configured to suit 7 to 9 passengers with
captain's chairs or benches for the first and second rows. Although you would have to
completely remove the third-row seating to fully utilize the Suburban's maximum cargo
capacity, this year's offering is undeniably modern overall, with a beautiful and functional
interior and wholly capable drivetrains anywhere in the lineup. Drivers note only a desire for
power-folding third-row seats without a single other complaint. There is definitely some truth to
the "Chevy runs deep" campaign, but it's not all about long-forgotten bygones. The Suburban is
a prime example of a very lively nameplate that is old enough to be the grandfather of most
people who would grace its driver seat. Listen closely, and grandaddy Suburban might tell you
how he survived the Korean War, the Great Emissions Repression, fashionably late competition
and a twin brother from GMC that always had something to prove. This story begins with a
commercial panel truck, but instead of a windowless cargo area, the Suburban twins were given
a large passenger compartment capable of seating eight. Essentially a station wagon built on a
truck, these Suburbans featured two doors and a two-piece tailgate ushered down the road by a
little V6 good for just 90 ponies - but what more can you expect out of a engine? As much as hp
was available in the Suburban's fourth generation, spanning '59 with horsepower before '56
trapped in the lower hundreds, or worse, and able base engines wouldn't arrive for two more
generations - most of the delays due to setbacks from the Korean conflict. GMC also launched
4WD in its Suburban for '56 - Chevrolet waited until '57, but offered it only with the V6 - each
company eventually giving two-wheel drive versions a "C" prefix and a "K" to 4WD versions.
Adequate baseline power arrived in the sixth generation's redesigned Suburban, dating from
Now with two passenger-side doors, tailgate or panel-door rear access and a look with
mainstream appeal, the '69 Suburban was notably powered by a quartet of V8s rated grossly
between and horsepower in addition to perfectly capable V6 offerings. This generation also
debuted the Custom, Custom Deluxe and Cheyenne trims, while 4WD Suburbans finally offered
an automatic transmission. Four-door Suburbans arrived for the '73 debut of the seventh
generation, as did permanently engaged 4WD. On the new horsepower rating system the
engines ranged from the base hp V6 to the hp cubic-inch V8, but by '75 available trims were the
base Custom Deluxe to the chromed-up Scottsdale and the wood-accented Silverado. The
wholly redesigned eighth generation that debuted for , and ran for the next decade, was more
aerodynamic and lighter by as much as pounds. The Electronic Spark Control efficiency system
introduced in a c. V8 amped it up to par with the pair of s in terms of power, but bested those in
fuel economy. The was the only other V8 to carry over, with the usual pair of V6s taking up the
rear. A new V8 diesel arrived on the block for '82, the stronger and more reliable 6. A new
automatic also debuted that year, boasting improved fuel economy and better engine
integration. A engine tweak on the gas-powered versions boosted power up to hp on the 5-liter
V8 and hp for the 5. The 5. A new automatic transmission for the heavyweights arrived as a kind
of prelude to the changes in store for the next generation. The '92 overhaul that rang in the
ninth generation brought the Suburban up to par with the handsome facade and functional
interior its truck brethren benefitted from over the last four years. With improved outward
visibility and ease of entry, Suburbans of this era also featured standard all-around antilock
brakes. Two-wheelers were back to being called by a "C," while 4WDs reverted to the "K"
indicator, and four-wheelers likewise gained an independent front suspension and the ability to
shift power to all wheels easily via the new Insta-Trac transfer case control. Over the course of
this 7-year generation the Suburban would undergo several engine and transmission updates to
squeeze out more power, quiet the ride and improve driving dynamics. A new 4-speed
automatic debuted for light-duty Suburbans in the generation's second year, while the following
year brought the first wave of engine improvements and a new 6. Trims changed from the
Cheyenne and Silverado starting lineup to a Base, LS, and leathered-up LT for '95, the shift
coinciding with additional standard features and tweaks for safety and comfort. The gasoline
powerplants transformed into the Vortec series for '96, the 5. The automatic gearbox was
likewise boosted to handle the added power, while an electronic transfer case opened up a spot
of floor space, replacing that with a switch at the driver's fingertips. A few tweaks improved
driving dynamics for '97, especially at lower speeds. The '98 update brought a theft deterrent
system, more transmission tweaks, Onstar and AutoTrac 4WD which pushed power to the rear
wheels until additional traction was needed. To finish out the ninth generation, Chevy just
beefed up the durability of certain components in the coolant, engine and transmission
systems. The tenth and second-most-recent generation Suburban ran from to as a shorter but
still very roomy competitor to new kids on the block like the Ford Excursion. Although interior
materials were merely so-so and it still cut through highway turbulence like boots in a fishing
net, the Suburban also offered more well-sorted space overall than any other. The base, LS and
leathered-up LT trim levels approached the line to start the generation with a few notable

engines such as the Vortec V8, good for hp and lb-ft of torque, which replaced the , and the
Vortec in the Suburban spit out hp and lb-ft of torque for a grand towing total of 10, pounds. The
'01 update bumped the Vortec numbers up to horses, and a new 8. For the following year the
could burn an ethanol mix, but the base trim level disappeared and gave the midlevel LS
powered front seats, heated mirrors and HomeLink. The big news came for '03 with the addition
of the Quadrasteer four-wheel-steering system on select trims, which improved towing stability
and reduced the turning radius significantly - a whole 8 feet - but this option lasted only 4 years.
Nevertheless, the Suburban continued up the scale with creature comfort improvements on the
interior such as tri-zone climate controls, DVD entertainment system, second-row captain's
chairs and power-adjustable pedals. Through '06 other updates included the standard inclusion
of OnStar, steering-mounted audio controls and a tire pressure monitor. The latest generation
debuted on an updated chassis for improved handling, performance, efficiency and ride
comfort. The usual powerplants carried over but with a new cylinder deactivation system to
improve fuel economy. Stability control was introduced in the previous generation, but became
standard alongside a 6-speed automatic in the for '08, and since then Chevy has made only a
few changes to the available equipment. Generally speaking most makers fix known issues
inside a few years, but the bulkiness and constant innovation of the Suburban make it a little
tough to nail down every issue straight away. The general rule here is to buy toward the end of a
generation - usually the last two or three years are not only fitted with fixes, but Chevy also
consistently improved on component durability toward the end of each generation, making
these all the more desirable. Most Suburbans are fairly reliable, with just four model years worth
avoiding like the plague - , , '01 and ' Usually it's just a silly leak or hose rubbed raw, but the
4WD, fuel pump, and braking systems are expectedly complicated with frequent issues due to
the heavy-duty nature of the Suburban beast - although you should do well by avoiding the
model years listed. If you don't mind a slight lack of amenities and a few trips to the mechanic,
the '02 is a wide-open bargain with the beefed-up engines well-tested in the previous year's
debut, but do be sure the engines have been properly serviced and retrofitted to fix the
crankshaft and fuel pressure problems. Also note the sensor and ignition systems are not the
greatest, but with the right first owner, these Suburbans are a real steal given the market's
tendency to overlook it for the less reliable '03 and its highly problematic Quadrasteer system.
Buying anything older than the '90 might not be the smartest idea, as these lack antilock rear
brakes, and picking an '86 or older Suburban will earn you a honk or two - mostly to get out of
the way. For seriously fuel-efficient cargo-carrying charisma, opt for an '08 or newer in the
current generation. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. Certified Chevrolet Suburban for Sale
Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find
Chevrolet Suburban listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services
to help keep you safe. Best deals first. Request Information. Authorized Chevrolet Dealer.
CarGurus User. Read more. Chevrolet Suburban Reviews Review. I started with a 77 then an 87
then a 96 then The new one will be give or take. Love the features, traded our Premier 4 wd
Suburban havent discovered half of all I need customize. Very user friendly. First vehicle I ever
purchased sight unseen The dealership couldnt have been more accommodating!! Its the right
vehicle wrong color do not want black or white at all before LTZ with captain seats in 2nd row
reference color great if all possible. Why Use CarGurus? Chevrolet dealers in Atlanta GA.
Chevrolet dealers in Chicago IL. Chevrolet dealers in Dallas TX. Chevrolet dealers in Houston
TX. Chevrolet dealers in Los Angeles CA. Chevrolet dealers in Miami FL. Chevrolet dealers in
New York NY. Chevrolet dealers in Philadelphia PA. Chevrolet dealers in Washington DC.
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Very good experience at
the dealership Christopher Curry was my salesman and he did an outstanding job. I would
recommend you take the drive to Greensboro, GA to check them out. Dealership contacted us
properly, did not burden us with constant phone calls. Had the vehicle ready to test drive when
we showed up. Great service. I ended up buying a truck from this place. They added over 3k of
stuff i did not asked to the contract. Be extra careful with the paperwork. I tried to work this out
but of course they never got back to me. I will never buy from this place again. You have
choices i suggest you look elsewhere for your new vehicle. Would not talk to me on email.
Demanded to have my phone or would not communicate with me. This car isn't advertised at

the moment. Therefore, I assume I missed on it. Thanks anyways!!! I'll go somewhere else,,,.
They had vehicle ready for the test drive and made the purchase very pain free. I arrived at 7
and was driving home in my new vehicle at The dealer didn't get back to me, I called several
times and didn't get the help, or information as I requested.. I just stopped contacting them.. I
am so happy and satisfied. Miguel was very professional, polite and extremely helpful. I n the
middle of this pandemic , he took care of all my needs and had me in and out in less than an
hour. Found exactly what I was looking for and at a price very close to what I wanted. SUV was
in great condition. I am very happy and will go with them again. Great customer engagement.
Gary explained the process to me and next steps. Easy to do business with Prosale Motors.
Prosale Motors was great! They knew how much I wanted that Jeep, which was in great
condition, so they did what they could with working with me. The check engine light came on
not long after I pulled off the lot typical Jeep things lol and I contacted them to let them know. I
recommend them! Great dealership! Worth the drive for me! Very helpful and easy to work with
staff. I bought the car! I was actually looking for rear wheel drive and white. I called ahead of
time to notify I was coming, car was super clean. Test drove the vehicle and it was Superb!
Really awesome price, great salesmen and great price. Dealer notified in advance for the
purchase upon arrival car would not start due to dead battery. Dealer replaced the battery. I
purschased the bmw,vehicle was as described and the people were very nice and friendly. The
owner was very responsive and very pleasant to work with. He was very understanding.
Although I did not end up buying the car from him, I would definitely consider buying one from
him in the future if he has one in stock that meets my needs. Slow to respond, so I took the
drive hoping they still had it. They did. The pictures didn't show the rotted out cab corners. I
didn't even bother speaking to anyone. After leaving the lot I got a response that it was still
there. They were kind and helpful, I just couldn't afford the payment once numbers were
crunched. Open line of communication. Dealership provides several links to vehicles within my
search. Not much to say other than responsive! Vehicle was very quickly I never got to go look
at it. Not many people need to haul 9 passengers, cubic feet of stuff and a 9,pound trailer, but
for those who do the Suburban is an American-made savior. Now in its eleventh generation, this
year-old trucking wagon original still stands as one of very few options for highly demanding
drivers - and it stands tall. This year the base LS gains standard Bluetooth connectivity
alongside rear audio controls and headphone jacks. The towing package has been expanded to
include a trailer brake controller, and inch chrome wheels are now available - in whole making
the Suburban one of the most appealing and well-rounded haulers for heavy civic duties. Only a
6-speed automatic is available for the 5 trims offered this year, while any Suburban can be fitted
with 4-wheel drive 4WD instead of the default rear-wheel RWD configuration. Just two engines
power this behemoth, with the smaller hp and lb-ft torque 5. The base LS and leathered-up LT
are both offered as either a or trim, while the luxurious LTZ is available only with the smaller
engine, but either way the best possible fuel figures top out at 21 mpg. Opting for 4WD shaves
only a mile off the highway figures. The LT adds features such as a locking rear differential,
heated outside mirrors, rear parking sensors, leather upholstery, automation for the climate
control, power-adjustable pedals, remote starting capability and a Bose stereo upgrade with
6-CD changer. The LTZ raises the bar including inch alloy wheels, power liftgate, rain-sensing
wipers, driver memory functions, power-folding heated second-row seats, auto-dimming
rear-view mirror and an even spiffier stereo with 10 speakers. Most of the higher-end features
are available for the lower trim levels as options, and highlights of the remaining options
available include inch wheels, a sunroof, powered running boards, rear-view camera, rear-seat
entertainment system and, of course, towing and off-road packages, while the seating
arrangement can be configured to suit 7 to 9 passengers with captain's chairs or benches for
the first and second rows. Although you would have to completely remove the third-row seating
to fully utilize the Suburban's maximum cargo capacity, this year's offering is undeniably
modern overall, with a beautiful and functional interior and wholly capable drivetrains anywhere
in the lineup. Drivers note only a desire for power-folding third-row seats without a single other
complaint. There is definitely some truth to the "Chevy runs deep" campaign, but it's not all
about long-forgotten bygones. The Suburban is a prime example of a very lively nameplate that
is old enough to be the grandfather of most people who would grace its driver seat. Listen
closely, and grandaddy Suburban might tell you how he survived the Korean War, the Great
Emissions Repression, fashionably late competition and a twin brother from GMC that always
had something to prove. This story begins with a commercial panel truck, but instead of a
windowless cargo area, the Suburban twins were given a large passenger compartment capable
of seating eight. Essentially a station wagon built on a truck, these Suburbans featured two
doors and a two-piece tailgate ushered down the road by a little V6 good for just 90 ponies - but
what more can you expect out of a engine? As much as hp was available in the Suburban's

fourth generation, spanning '59 with horsepower before '56 trapped in the lower hundreds, or
worse, and able base engines wouldn't arrive for two more generations - most of the delays due
to setbacks from the Korean conflict. GMC also launched 4WD in its Suburban for '56 Chevrolet waited until '57, but offered it only with the V6 - each company eventually giving
two-wheel drive versions a "C" prefix and a "K" to 4WD versions. Adequate baseline power
arrived in the sixth generation's redesigned Suburban, dating from Now with two
passenger-side doors, tailgate or panel-door rear access and a look with mainstream appeal,
the '69 Suburban was notably powered by a quartet of V8s rated grossly between and
horsepower in addition to perfectly capable V6 offerings. This generation also debuted the
Custom, Custom Deluxe and Cheyenne trims, while 4WD Suburbans finally offered an automatic
transmission. Four-door Suburbans arrived for the '73 debut of the seventh generation, as did
permanently engaged 4WD. On the new horsepower rating system the engines ranged from the
base hp V6 to the hp cubic-inch V8, but by '75 available trims were the base Custom Deluxe to
the chromed-up Scottsdale and the wood-accented Silverado. The wholly redesigned eighth
generation that debuted for , and ran for the next decade, was more aerodynamic and lighter by
as much as pounds. The Electronic Spark Control efficiency system introduced in a c. V8
amped it up to par with the pair of s in terms of power, but bested those in fuel economy. The
was the only other V8 to carry over, with the usual pair of V6s taking up the rear. A new V8
diesel arrived on the block for '82, the stronger and more reliable 6. A new automatic also
debuted that year, boasting improved fuel economy and better engine integration. A engine
tweak on the gas-powered versions boosted power up to hp on the 5-liter V8 and hp for the 5.
The 5. A new automatic transmission for the heavyweights arrived as a kind of prelude to the
changes in store for the next generation. The '92 overhaul that rang in the ninth generation
brought the Suburban up to par with the handsome facade and functional interior its truck
brethren benefitted from over the last four years. With improved outward visibility and ease of
entry, Suburbans of this era also featured standard all-around antilock brakes. Two-wheelers
were back to being called by a "C," while 4WDs reverted to the "K" indicator, and four-wheelers
likewise gained an independent front suspension and the ability to shift power to all wheels
easily via the new Insta-Trac transfer case control. Over the course of this 7-year generation the
Suburban would undergo several engine and transmission updates to squeeze out more power,
quiet the ride and improve driving dynamics. A new 4-speed automatic debuted for light-duty
Suburbans in the generation's second year, while the following year brought the first wave of
engine improvements and a new 6. Trims changed from the Cheyenne and Silverado starting
lineup to a Base, LS, and leathered-up LT for '95, the shift coinciding with additional standard
features and tweaks for safety and comfort. The gasoline powerplants transformed into the
Vortec series for '96, the 5. The automatic gearbox was likewise boosted to handle the added
power, while an electronic transfer case opened up a spot of floor space, replacing that with a
switch at the driver's fingertips. A few tweaks improved driving dynamics for '97, especially at
lower speeds. The '98 update brought a theft deterrent system, more transmission tweaks,
Onstar and AutoTrac 4WD which pushed power to the rear wheels until additional traction was
needed. To finish out the ninth generation, Chevy just beefed up the durability of certain
components in the coolant, engine and transmission systems. The tenth and
second-most-recent generation Suburban ran from to as a shorter but still very roomy
competitor to new kids on the block like the Ford Excursion. Although interior materials were
merely so-so and it still cut through highway turbulence like boots in a fishing net, the
Suburban also offered more well-sorted space overall than any other. The base, LS and
leathered-up LT trim levels approached the line to start the generation with a few notable
engines such as the Vortec V8, good for hp and lb-ft of torque, which replaced the , and the
Vortec in the Suburban spit out hp and lb-ft of torque for a grand towing total of 10, pounds. The
'01 update bumped the Vortec numbers up to horses, and a new 8. For the following year the
could burn an ethanol mix, but the base trim level disappeared and gave the midlevel LS
powered front seats, heated mirrors and HomeLink. The big news came for '03 with the addition
of the Quadrasteer four-wheel-steering system on select trims, which improved towing stability
and reduced the turning radius significantly - a whole 8 feet - but this option lasted only 4 years.
Nevertheless, the Suburban continued up the scale with creature comfort improvements on the
interior such as tri-zone climate controls, DVD entertainment system, second-row captain's
chairs and power-adjustable pedals. Through '06 other updates included the standard inclusion
of OnStar, steering-mounted audio controls and a tire pressure monitor. The latest generation
debuted on an updated chassis for improved handling, performance, efficiency and ride
comfort. The usual powerplants carried over but with a new cylinder deactivation system to
improve fuel economy. Stability control was introduced in the previous generation, but became
standard alongside a 6-speed automatic in the for '08, and since then Chevy has made only a

few changes to the available equipment. Generally speaking most makers fix known issues
inside a few years, but the bulkiness and constant innovation of the Suburban make it a little
tough to nail down every issue straight away. The general rule here is to buy toward the end of a
generation - usually the last two or three years are not only fitted with fixes, but Chevy also
consistently improved on component durability toward the end of each generation, making
these all the more desirable. Most Suburbans are fairly reliable, with just four model years worth
avoiding like the plague - , , '01 and ' Usually it's just a silly leak or hose rubbed raw, but the
4WD, fuel pump, and braking systems are expectedly complicated with frequent issues due to
the heavy-duty nature of the Suburban beast - although you should do well by avoiding the
model years listed. If you don't mind a slight lack of amenities and a few trips to the mechanic,
the '02 is a wide-open bargain with the beefed-up engines well-tested in the previous year's
debut, but do be sure the engines have been properly serviced and retrofitted to fix the
crankshaft and fuel pressure problems. Also note the sensor and ignition systems are not the
greatest, but with the right first owner, these Suburbans are a real steal given the market's
tendency to overlook it for the less reliable '03 and its highly problematic Quadrasteer system.
Buying anything older than the '90 might not be the smartest idea, as these lack antilock rear
brakes, and picking an '86 or older Suburban will earn you a honk or two - mostly to get out of
the way. For seriously fuel-efficient cargo-carrying charisma, opt for an '08 or newer in the
current generation. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. Used Chevrolet Suburban for Sale
Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find
a Chevrolet Suburban for sale near me Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. Best deals first. Request Information. Authorized Chevrolet Dealer.
CarGurus User. Private Seller: Lawrence. Albany, NY Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Read more.
Chevrolet Suburban Reviews Review. I started with a 77 then an 87 then a 96 then The new one
will be give or take. Love the features, traded our Premier 4 wd Suburban havent discovered half
of all I need customize. Very user friendly. First vehicle I ever purchased sight unseen The
dealership couldnt have been more accommodating!! Its the right vehicle wrong color do not
want black or white at all before LTZ with captain seats in 2nd row reference color great if all
possible. Why Use CarGurus? Chevrolet dealers in Atlanta GA. Chevrolet dealers in Chicago IL.
Chevrolet dealers in Dallas TX. Chevrolet dealers in Houston TX. Chevrolet dealers in Los
Angeles CA. Chevrolet dealers in Miami FL. Chevrolet dealers in New York NY. Chevrolet
dealers in Philadelphia PA. Chevrolet dealers in Washington DC. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Nice people, gave me space and did not overwhelm
me with phone call. I did not go to the dealership because the interest rates were to high.
Deterred me totally. He shot that down as well. Said that was not true. What a farce. I finally
spoke to someone at this dealership after they ignored the requests I made through CarGurus.
Despite indicating on CarGurus that they would ship a car out of state, they told me that they
don't do that and they'll only sell to someone who comes to the dealership. They seemed
confused, disorganized and unsure of their own way of doing business. It was almost like they
didn't care whether or not they sold a car. Got automatic replies back when trying to engage but
nothing else. Been trying for 2 days straight to check on a listed vehicle and getting nowhere. I
had a terrible experience with this dealer and I do not recommend this dealer. I applied for
finance and they said I have a good credit store and gave me an email to discuss the numbers. I
emailed them several times and called them as well they never return my calls and emails.
Terrible experience. We kept having to wait for the salesman to go find keys, only to find the car
battery was dead. At one point he took so long we went looking for him. We found him sitting in
the lobby with another customer While we waited for him out in the heat. Smelled like a total
scam. Dealership should have been more up front about the 04 Chevrolet Silverado not having
any brakes on it, AC not working and having a coolant leak. The staff was friendly enough but I
drove over an hour to see that truck. Teana was very professional. As a salesperson, I could not
ask for more. Helped me out after hours, and on the weekend too. Can not say enough good
things about her really.. The manager Eric, was good too, helping out on my salesperson on her
day off to answer my numerous perhaps somewhat overwhelming questions. Purchasing a
vehicle from Suburban Chevrolet was a wonderful experience. Everyone was great. I would
definitely recommend them to anyone. Very happy with my buying experience with Suburban

Chevrolet. I purchased a used Jeep Wrangler Rubicon. It had one issue that needed addressed,
and they took care of it before I knew there was an issue. Vince, Matt and Trey were very helpful.
I would go back, even though I am 7 hours away. They were professional on the phone, but we
did not go look at car we found something else. Very friendly. Made an appointment to check
out the car and when I got there everything was ready and I drove the car bought it and was on
my way home in just a couple hours great service. It was a scam. They were never selling that
car for that price and when I called them on it they took the add down. Low pressure, good
communication. Very good experience purchasing through this dealership. The lady internet
manager I was communicating through email was helpful and responsive to my questions. I
would have probably buy the vehicle if they accepted my offer or at least meet me halfway but
the internet manager said her boss is not willing to sell the vehicle less than what is advertised.
I guess take it or leave it is the new norm now. Great overall buying experience with no pressure
to buy. Family owned business and will look to them first when my daughter will be needing a
vehicle for her 16th birthday in July I highly recommend this friendly dealership when you go to
purchase a vehicle. Awesome experience great dealer! Hector, Amir and Anthony got me the
deal I wanted! Very helpful and kept me satisfied even when they were super busy with
customers on Black Friday. I must say that I did get an automated response from Bomnin.
However, after repeated emails requesting further information, I received no additional
responses. I requested information on a few of the trucks they offered over the course of a
couple of weeks. This may be the type of dealer you will have to call, as oppose to just emailing,
for further information. Would have bought a couple of the different trucks I was looking at too.
It took him several days to get back to me on a price. Have a nice day! Great communication,
but someone bought the vehicle prior to me agreeing to transportation cost. All on me,
dealership was great! Troy was the greatest ever. Very very knowledgeable with the questions
that I asked him. Big thanks to him! The folks at Garber took great care of us. We ended up
purchasing the van we contacted them about. I would contact Garber for future vehicle needs.
Responded the next day with 2 follow up calls were very professional and diligent just wasn't
the right car for me. Truck was not in the condition that was advertised,it had a damaged
tailgate,on the side of the bed had been used for a companies logo and removed,the lettering
was still visible on the faded paint,was not worth the advertised price to me!!! Sales person was
courteous,but did not offer a discount. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow d
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own your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. New Chevrolet Suburban for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50
mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Chevrolet Suburban listings in your area Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Lowest price first.
CarGurus User. Authorized Chevrolet Dealer. New Chevrolet Suburban. Image Not Available.
Why Use CarGurus? Chevrolet dealers in Atlanta GA. Chevrolet dealers in Chicago IL. Chevrolet
dealers in Dallas TX. Chevrolet dealers in Houston TX. Chevrolet dealers in Los Angeles CA.
Chevrolet dealers in Miami FL. Chevrolet dealers in New York NY. Chevrolet dealers in
Philadelphia PA. Chevrolet dealers in Washington DC. Chevrolet Suburban For Sale.

